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• Interoperability standards and patient safety

• FHIR US Core Implementation Guide
• Under-specification

• Negation issues

• Modifying elements

• “Must-support” elements

• Terminology issues

• Consolidated CDA Implementation Guide
• Unnecessary complexity

• Missing “required” values

• Negation issues

• Terminology issues

Outline
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Interoperability standards and patient safety

 National standards are increasingly used to access and exchange 
clinically important patient data
• Summary documents (e.g., HL7 CDA)

• Application programming interfaces (e.g., HL7 FHIR)

 Automated decision support is increasingly reliant on structured 
data that are accessed or exchanged via these standards
• E.g., CDA documents used to drive medication reconciliation upon admission 

to or discharge from hospital

• E.g., FHIR APIs used to provide EHR data to 3rd-party applications that 
optimize or review care in inpatient or outpatient settings

 Loss or misinterpretation of clinical data by recipient systems can 
adversely impact clinical care and, therefore, patient safety
• Hence, standard data models must fully, clearly, and unambiguously 

represent the clinical meaning of patient data 
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FHIR Resources and FHIR Profiles

 FHIR Resources



Observation
(HL7 Core Resource)
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Profiling FHIR Resources

Result Observation
(“U.S. Core” Resource Profile)
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FHIR US Core –
Underspecification

• Existing FHIR profiles still allow too much variability in the way 
that clinical data may be specified

• Example: Blood Pressure measurement (systolic/diastolic) using 
Observation and/or Diagnostic Report resources
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FHIR US Core –
Underspecification

• Existing FHIR profiles may lack needed clinical detail, 
necessitating ad hoc extension elements

• Example: Patient posture for Blood Pressure measurement
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FHIR US Core –
Underspecification

• Existing FHIR profiles may lack needed clinical detail, 
necessitating ad hoc extension elements

• Example: Patient posture for Blood Pressure measurement
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FHIR US Core –
Negation Issues

• Multiple ways to negate the same clinical statement

e.g., “Rash”
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FHIR US Core –
Negation Issues

 Multiple ways to negate the same clinical statement
1. clinicalStatus

2. verificationStatus

3. Code
– SNOMED-CT code of the type “Situation With Explicit Context”, which itself can denote the 

absence or negation of a specific clinical condition 
EXAMPLE:  “No cardiovascular symptom” [SCT 162001003]

OR

– SNOMED-CT code “No current problems or disability” [SCT 160245001]
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FHIR US Core –
Negation Issues

 Undefined scope of negation

e.g., “Rash”

e.g., “Left arm”

e.g., “April 10, 2018”
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FHIR US Core –
Negation Issues

 Absence of negation elements for certain resource profiles
• Procedure*

– E.g.,  “No past cardiac catheterization”

• FamilyMemberHistory*
– E.g., “No history of cancer in mother or father”

* Unless a discrete code exists representing the negated concept, e.g. a SNOMED “situation with 
explicit context” code
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FHIR US Core –
Modifying Elements

e.g., “Rash”

e.g., “Left arm”

e.g., “April 10, 2018”
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FHIR US Core –
Modifying Elements

 Potential for misinterpretation by senders or recipients

e.g., “Depression”

“Refuted” (HL7 specification):  “Has been ruled out by diagnostic and clinical evidence”

“Refuted” (Clinical vernacular):  “has been characterized by the patient as not present”  [arguably]
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FHIR US Core –
Modifying Elements

 Modifying Extension elements may not be recognized by receiving 
systems
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FHIR US Core –
“Must Support” Elements

 The Must Support elements in FHIR US Core profiles are not 
defined 
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FHIR US Core –
“Must Support” Elements

 The Must Support elements in FHIR US Core profiles are not 
defined 

But, no such specification for “must-support” data elements is 
provided in the FHIR US Core implementation guide. 
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FHIR US Core –
Terminology Issues

 Overlapping Coding Systems/Value Sets
• AllergyIntolerance resource profile allows drugs to be encoded using either RxNorm, 

SNOMED-CT, or NDF-RT (with prioritization of NDF-RT for drug classes, and 
prioritization of RxNorm when an RxNorm code is applicable).   Sending systems may 
not always be aware of this “fine print” in the specifications and may transmit values 
from improper coding systems. Receiving system that expects senders to scrupulously 
apply the prioritization rules might not recognize the code, resulting in a missed 
patient drug allergy.  Such an error would not be caught by a FHIR validation engine.

• Condition resource profile allows patient problems to be represented using codes 
from either the SNOMED-CT “Clinical Finding” hierarchy or the SNOMED-CT 
“Situation-With-Explicit-Context” hierarchy (i.e., both hierarchies are included in the 
specified value set). 

– Finding:  “Dizziness (finding)” 
[SCTID: 404640003]

– Situation-with-Explicit-Context:  “Dizziness present (situation)”  
[SCTID: 162260006]
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FHIR US Core –
Terminology Issues

 Optional Coding Systems/Value Sets
• Observation resource profile specifies that implementers “SHOULD” use only 

codes from SNOMED-CT for coded results when populating the “value” data 
element.

– SHOULD:  “Best practice or recommendation to be considered by implementers within the 
context of their particular implementation”

– SHALL:  “An absolute requirement”

• Condition resource profile specifies that implementers must use codes from 
a designated “Problem” value set when populating the “code” data element, 
but this terminology constraint is designated as “extensible”. 

– FHIR specification:  “The code populating this data element SHALL be from the specified 
value [SNOMED-CT] set if any of the codes within the value set can apply to the concept 
being communicated.  If the value set does not cover the concept (based on human 
review), alternate codes (or text) may be included instead.”

– ICD-10:  “Nodular lymphocyte predominant Hodgkin lymphoma, lymph nodes of inguinal 
region and lower limb” [ICD-10 C81.05]

– SNOMED-CT:  “Hodgkin lymphoma, nodular lymphocyte predominance” [SCTID 70600005])
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Clinical Document Architecture and CDA Templates

 Clinical Document Architecture (CDA)

• Standard formalism for representing clinical data in XML documents

• Based on HL7 v3 Reference Information Model (RIM)
– Acts, Observations, Moods, Data Types, Vocabulary Domains, …

• Very general and underconstrained

 CDA Templates
• Mechanism to further constrain CDA data model

– Structural constraints (required/allowed data elements and sub-elements)

– Value constraints (data types, coding systems, value sets)

• Specify document types
– E.g.,  Discharge summary, referral note, CCD

• Specify sections in document types
– E.g.,  Problem list, medication list, immunizations, family history, plan of care

• Specify entries in sections (e.g., Immunization activity, problem observation)
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CDA Templates
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Consolidated CDA Implementation Guide

 A large set of CDA document, section, and entry templates that 
reference each other
• Based on multiple HITSP implementation guides developed in 2000’s

• Consolidated by HL7 into a single specification/documentation package in 
2012

• Designed to support CMS Meaningful Use program

• Version 1.1 (2012) and version 2.1 (2015)

 C-CDA templates improve interoperability relative to “base” CDA 
and HITSP implementation guides

 BUT, certain features of C-CDA templates create potential patient-
safety concerns
• Analysis based on C-CDA Release 2.1
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Consolidated CDA –
Unnecessary Complexity

 Allergenic Substance in Allergy Intolerance Observation template
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Consolidated CDA –
Unnecessary Complexity

 statusCode values of problem in Problem Section template

Problem Section
Problem Concern Act 1

Problem Observation 1
Problem Observation 2
…

Problem Concern Act 2
Problem Observation 3
…

Is the chest pain currently active or resolved?
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Consolidated CDA –
Unnecessary Complexity
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Consolidated CDA –
Potentially Missing “Required” Values

 Example:  Medication Activity template
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Consolidated CDA –
Potentially Missing “Required” Values

 Other required fields that may have “nullFlavor” substitutes
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Consolidated CDA –
Negation Issues

 Underspecification (redundancy) of negation methods in
Problem Observation template
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Consolidated CDA –
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Consolidated CDA –
Negation Issues

 Unclear scope of negation in Immunization Activity template
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Consolidated CDA –
Negation Issues

 Unclear scope of negation in Immunization Activity template

 From HL7 v3 RIM specification for “negationInd” attribute:
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Consolidated CDA –
Negation Issues

 Absence of Explicit Negation for Certain C-CDA Templates
• E.g.,  Result Observation template => for an imaging study result, there is no 

way to explicitly negate the observation of a pleural effusion

• Senders must resort to other ad hoc methods
1. Code:  Imaging report observation

Value:  A specific code exists for the concept “no pleural effusion”

2. Code:  Pleural effusion
Value (Boolean):  false
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Consolidated CDA –
Terminology Issues

 Overlapping Coding Systems/Value Sets
• E.g.,  Coded value of the reported lab panel in Result Organizer template:

– “SHOULD be selected from LOINC OR SNOMED CT, and MAY be selected from CPT-4;  
Laboratory results SHOULD be from LOINC or other constrained terminology named by the 
US Department of Health and Human Services Office of National Coordinator or other 
federal agency.”

• E.g., Coded value of the allergenic substance in Allergy Intolerance template:
– “SHALL be from one of the following coding systems:  NDFRT drug class codes, RxNorm 

ingredient codes, UNII ingredient codes, and SNOMED CT substance codes. The expectation 
for use is that the chosen concept identifier for a substance should be appropriately specific 
and drawn from the available code systems in the following priority order: NDFRT, then 
RXNORM, then UNII, then SNOMED CT.”

• E.g. Coded value of the familial disorder in Family History Observation 
template

– SNOMED Finding:  “Blood coagulation disorder (disorder)” [SCTID 64779008]    OR

– SNOMED Situation-with-Context:  “Family history of blood coagulation disorder (situation)”  
[SCTID 108801000119109]
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Consolidated CDA –
Terminology Issues

 Optional Coding Systems/Value Sets
• Certain important data elements have a “SHOULD” coding constraint rather 

than a “SHALL” coding constraint
– SHALL:  An absolute requirement

– SHOULD:  Best practice or recommendation. There may be valid reasons to ignore a [coding 
system requirement], but the full implications must be understood and carefully weighed 
before choosing a different course.

– “SHOULD” coding constraints on:
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Consolidated CDA –
Terminology Issues

 Underspecification of Post-Coordinated Expressions in Problem 
Observations
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Thank you

Questions?

Walter Sujansky
Sujansky & Associates, LLC

walter@sujansky.com


